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Abstract We propose a separating-hyperplane algorithm for finding a nearest pair of points in two poly
topes, where each polytope is expressed as the convex hull of given points in a Euclidian space. The proposed 
algorithm is an extension of the authors dual algorithm for finding t.he minimum-norm point in a polytope. 

1. Introduction 
A primal algorithm for the problem of finding the minimum-norm point in a polytope is 

given by Wolfe [9] and a dual one for the problem by Fujishige and Zhan [3]. Very recently, 
Sekitani and Yamamoto [6] have devised a variant of our dual algorithm, which does not 
require an initial separating supporting-hyperplane but generates the same sequence of sep
arating supporting-hyperplanes as ours after finding one. Also, an interior point algorithm 
is given by Takehara. [8]. The minimum-norm point problem has a lot of applications such 
as pattern recognition [1], the problem of mixing; [4], the nondifferentiable function mini
mization, the submodular function minimization :2] and the portfolio selection [8]. 

In this paper we consider a generalization of H.e minimum-norm point problem, i.e., the 
problem of finding a nearest pair of points in two polytopes, where each polytope is expressed 
as the convex hull of given points in a Euclidean ~;pace. This problem also has applications 
in the fields similar to those above mentioned for the minimum-norm point problem. The 
problem can be reduced to that of finding the minimum-norm point in a single polytope 
obtained by taking a vector difference of the given two polytopes. Direct implementation of 
this approach, however, requires a significant increase of the data size. We shall propose a 
dual algorithm that avoids this difficulty by means of separating hyperplanes, which is an 
extension of our algorithm given in [3]. 

In Section 2 we precisely describe the problem of finding a nearest pair of points in two 
polytopes and show some preliminary results. Based on the results, we propose, in Section 
3, a dual algorithm and prove the validity of the a.lgorithm. In Section 4 we also carry out 
computational experiments to examine the behavlor of the algorithm. 

2. Preliminaries 
Given two finite point sets Q = {qi 1 i E I} and R = {rj 1 j E J} in the n-dimensional 

Euclidian space Rn. we consider the problem of finding a nearest pair of points in t.wo 
polytopes C(Q) and C(R), the convex hulls of q and R, respectively (see [5] and [7] for 
terminology about convex analysis). That is, the problem is to solve: 

(2.1 ) Minimize 11 x - Y 11 

subject to x == L Viqi, 
iET 
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LVi=l, LWj=l, 
iEI jEJ 

Vi~O (iEI), Wj~O (jEJ). 

Here, 11 . 11 denotes the Euclidean norm and each vector in Rn is considered as an n
dimensional column vector. When either Q or R consists of only one point, the present 
problem becomes that of finding the minimum-norm point in a polytope, for which we gave 
a dual algorithm in [3]. In this paper we shall extend the dual algorithm to solve the above 
problem (2.1). 

Define 
(2.2) g(d) = min{dT(q; -rj) liE I, j E J} 

for d ERn with 11 d 11= 1, where T denotes the matrix transpose. When g( d) ~ 0, d is 
normal to a plane which separates C( Q) from C(R). 

Lemma 2.1: For any x E C(Q), yE C(R) and d E Rn with 11 d 11= 1 we have 

(2.3) g( d) :::; 11 x - y 11 . 

If x EC(Q)' y EC(R) and d E Rn with 11 d 11= 1 satisfy g(d) =11 x - y 11, then the pair of 
x and y is an optimal solution of Problem (2.1). 

(Proof) Choose any x EC(q), y EC(R) and d E Rn with 11 d 11= 1. Let x and y be expressed 
as convex combinations x := I:iEI Viqi and y = I:jEJ wjrj of Q and R, respectively, as in 
(2.1). Then, we have 

(2.4) 11 x - y 11 ~ dT (x - y) 

= dT(Lviqi - LWjrj) 
iEI jEJ 

= L 2:: viwjd
T 

(qi - rj) 
iEI jEJ 

~ min{dT(qi - rj) liE I, j E J} 
= g(d), 

where note that I:iEJ I:jEJ ViWj = 1 and ViWj ~ 0 (i E I, j E J). Inequality (2.3) holds 
for any such x, y and d. Tberefore, if we have g(d) =11 x - y 11, the pair (x, y) attains the 
minimum of (2.1) (and d attains the maximum of g). 0 

The following lemma (Lemma 2.2) shows a relation between Problem (2.1) and its dual 
problem of maximizing (2.2) and provides a sufficient condition for the optimality of the 
solutions of Problem (2.1). 

For a polytope Wand a point Xo E W we define N(xo, W) by 

(2.5) N(xo, W) = {d I dE Rn, 11 d 11= 1, Va: E W: dT(x - xo) :::; O.} 

When N(xo, W) i=- 0, d EN(xo, W) is a normal vector of a supporting hyperplane of the 
polytope W with a supporting point Xo. The following (i) and (ii) hold: 

(i) N(xo, W) is not empty if and only if Xo is a boundary point of W. 
(ii) N(xo, W) contains more than one vector when Xo is an extreme point of polytope W. 
Now, we show the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2 (Optimality): Suppose that we have Xo EC(Q) and Yo EC(R) such that Xo i=
Yo· Define d = (xo - Yo) III Xo - Yo I1 . Then, the pair of Xo and Yo is a nearest pair of points 
of poly to pes C(Q) and C(R) if -d EN(xo,C(Q)) and d EN(yo, C(R)). 
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(Proof) Suppose -d EN(xo, C( Q)) and d EN(yo, C(R)). From the definition of d we have 

(2.6) (i E 1) 

and hence 
(2.7) min{dT(qi - xo) 1 i E I} ~ o. 
On the other hand, 8ince Xo is expressed as a con vex combination Xo = L,iEl viqi of Q, we 
have 
(2.8) 0 = LvidT(qi - xo) ~ min{dT(qi - xo) 1 i El}. 

From (2.7) and (2.8), 
(2.9) 

Similarly, we have 
(2.10) 

iEI 

min{dT (qi - xo) 1 i E I} = O. 

min { _dT (rj - Yo) 1 j E J} = O. 

From (2.9) and (2.10) we have 

(2.11) min{dT(qi - xo) liE l} + mini -dT(rj - Yo) I j E J} = 0, 

i.e., 
(2.12) min{dT(qi - rj) liE I, j E J} = dT(xo - yo). 

It follows from (2.12) and the definition of d that we have g( d) =11 Xo - yo 11 . We see from 
Lemma 2.1 that (xo,Yo) is a nearest pair of points of C(Q) and C(R). 0 

Note that Problem (2.1) may have more than one optimal solution. We are interested 
only in finding one optimal solution which satisfies the optimality condition of Lemma 2.2. 

Wolfe's algorithm [9] and ours [3] can solve Problem (2.1) by considering the set P of 
1 I 1 X 1 J 1 points Pij given by 

(2.13) Pij = qi - rj (i E I, j E J) 

due to the following. 

Proposition 2.3 (Caratheodory): For Xo EC(Q) .wd Yo E C(R), we have 

(2.14) 

if and only if 
(2.15) 

and 
(2.16) 

(i E 1) 

(j E J). 

o 

The dual algorithm given in the next section will work more efficiently than the dual al
gorithm which simply llses the set P of points of (2 13) and then applies the dual algorithm 
[3] to the polytope C(P). 
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3, A Dual Algorithm for Finding a Nearest Pair of Points 
A set W of points in Rn is called a corml ([9]) if W is affinely independent and the 

minimum-norm point of the affine hull A(W) of W lies in the relative interior of C(W) 
(see [7] for the basic terminology). For K ~ I X J, define h = {i I (i, j) E K} and 
JK = {j I (i,j) E K}. For K ~ I x J, we call Co(K) = {qi - rj I (i,j) E K} a pair corml 
for Q and R if Co(K) is a corral and for some Xo EC({ qi liE h}) and Yo EC( {rj I j E Jd) 
the following (3.1) and (3.2) hold: 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

(XO-YO)T(qi-XO) ~ 0 

(Yn-xo)Th-yo) ~ 0 

(i Eh), 
(j E JK ). 

We have (3.1) and (3.2) if and only if (xo, Yo) is a nearest pair of points of polytopes 
C({qi liE h}) and C({rj I j E JK}). Here, note that we may not have K == IK X JK in 
general. 

Now, we give a dual algorithm for finding a nearest pair of points of C(Q) and C(R). We 
assume that we are given an initial pair of separating supporting-hyperplanes of Q and R. 
We will show how to get one such pair at the end of this section. 

A Dual Algorithm 
Input: Point sets Q = {qi liE I} and R = {rj I j E J} in Rn. Two separating 
supporting-hyperplanes cT(x - xo) = 0 and (_C)T(y - Yo) = 0 (x, y: variable vectors) 
with supporting points Xo = qio (io E 1) and yo = rjo (jo E J) such that 11 c 11=1 and 
cT(q; - yo) ~ 0::::: cT(rj - xo) for all i E I and j E J. 
Output: A nearest pair o:f points Xo EC(Q) and Yo EC(R); Xo and Yo satisfy 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
(ii:o - Yo)T(qi - xo) ::::: 0 

(iio - xo)T(rj - Yo) ::::: 0 

(i El), 

(j E J). 

Step 0: Put K := {(io,jo)} and CO:={qio - rjo}' 
Step 1: (a) If (3.3) and (3.4) hold, then (xo, Yo)=(xo, Yo) is a nearest pair of points of C(Q) 
and C(R) and stop. 

(b) If Co is a pair corral, simultaneously rotate the current supporting hyperplanes 1l'Q(A) 
(>. = 0) and 1l'R(>.) (>. = 0) around Xo and Yo, respectively, as 

(3.5) 
(3.6) 

1l'Q(A): ((1 - >.)c + >,(xo - Yo))T (x - xo) = 0, 

1l'R(>'): ((1- >.)(-c) + >'(Yo - XO))T(y - Yo) = 0 

by increasing>. from 0 to L so that 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
((1-- >.)c+ A(Xo - YO))T(q; - xo) ::::: 0 (i E 1), 

((1-'\)(-C)+A(YO-xo))T(rj-Yo) ~ 0 (jEJ). 

Choose the maximum value of >. which satisfies (3.7) and (3.8), and denote it by t Choose 
a point qi' in Q lying on 71Q(\)nC(Q) which satisfies 

(3.9) (xo - YO)T qi' = min{(xo - yof q; liE I, qi E 1l'Q(~) n C(Q)} 

and choose rj' in R lying tn 7rR(\)nC(R) which satisfies 
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Put Co:= CoU {qi' -rj.}, K:= Ku {(i*,j*)}, c = (l-~)c+~(xo -Yo) and c:= cl 11 (: 11· 
Go to Step 2. 

(c) If Co is not a pair corral, choose % in {qi liE h} and rjl in {rj I j E JK } which 
satisfy 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

(xo - YO)T % = min{(xo - Yo)T qi liE h}, 
(yo-xo)Trjl =min{(yo-xo)Trj Ij E JK}. 

(Here, we do not change the current supporting hyperplanes.) Put Co := Co U {% - r.il}' 
K := K U {(i1,jd} and go to Step 2. 
Step 2: (a) Let z be the minimum-norm point in A(Co). 

(b) If z is not in 1;he relative interior of C(Co), go to Step 3. 
(c) Let z be expressed as a convex combination z = L(i,ilEK wiAqi - rj), and put 

Xo = L(i,j)EK Wijqi and Yo = L(i,j)EK Wijrj. Go to Step l. 
Step 3: Let W be the point on the line segment C(Co) n (xo - yo)z which is nearest to z, 
where (xo - Yo)z denotes the line segment with end points Xo - Yo and z. Delete from Co 
the points not in the minimal face of C(Co) on which W lies, and update K. Go to Step 2. 
(End) 

......................... 

/ 

Figure 3.1 

In Step 1 (b) we rotate the current supporting hyperplanes 7rQ(>') and 7rR(>') around Xo 
and Yo, respectively, by increasing>. to obtain a farther pair of supporting hyperplanes (8ee 
Figure 3.1). When we obtain the farthest pair of supporting hyperplanes, the corresponding 
primal pair (xo, Yo) is a nearest one. If Co is not a pair corral (in Step 1 (c) ), rotating the 
current supporting hyperplanes 7rQ(>.) and 7fR(>') around Xo and Yo may not yield supporting 
hyperplanes, so that in Steps 2 and 3 we change Co into a pair corral, a subset of Co. 

Now, we show the validity of the algorithm. 

Lemma 3.1: At the beginning of each execution of Step 1 we have for current Xo, Yo and 
Co = {qi - rj I (i,j) E K} 

(1) qi (i ElK) and rj (j E JK) lie on the curr·ent separating hyperplanesfor Q and R, 
respectively, 

(2) Co is affinely :independent, 
(3) Xo - Yo is the minimum-norm point of A( Co) lying in the relative interior of C( Co). 
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(Proof) (1),....,(3) clearly hold at the beginning of the first execution of Step 1. So, suppose 
that (1),....,(3) hold at the beginning of the kth execution of Step 1 (k ~ 1). We show that 
(1 ),....,(3) hold at the beginning of the (k + 1 )th execution of Step 1. 

Proof of (1): From (3) we have 

(3.13) 

Also, from (1), 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15) 

(Xo - yo)T((qi - rj) - (xo - Yo)) = 0 ((i,j) E I<). 

CT(qi-XO) =0 

cT(rj - Yo) = 0 

(i Eh), 
(jEJK ). 

For ~ determined in Step 1 (b) define 

(3.16) e = (1 - .\)c + .\(xo - Yo). 

It follows from (3.13) '" (3.16) that 

(3.17) ((i,j) E I<). 

We have from (3.7), (3.8) and (3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

eT ((qi - Xo) = 0 

eT (rj - Yo) = 0 

(i Eh), 
(j E JK ). 

This implies that (1) holds at the end of the execution of Step 1 (b). During the execution 
of Steps 1 (c), 2 and 3 only the deletion of elements of hand JK is possible in Step 3 and 
the current separating hyperplanes 1l"Q(.\) and 1l"R(.\) are not changed. Hence, (1) holds at 
the beginning of the (k + 1 )th execution of Step 1. 

Proof of (2): In Step 1 (b), since (xo, Yo) is not a nearest pair of C(Q) and C(R), we have 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(Xo - YO)T (qi' - xo) ~ 0, 

(yo - xo)T(rj. - xo) ~ 0, 

where at least one of (3.20) and (3.21) holds with strict inequality. Hence, 

(3.22) 

It follows from (3.13) and (3.22) that Co augmented at the end of Step 1 (b) is affinely 
independen t. 

In Step 1 (c), Co is a corral but not a pair corral. Hence for the current xo and Yo we 
have 
(3.23) (xo - YO)T((qi - rj) - (xo - Yo)) = 0 ((i,j) E I<). 

From (3.23) and the definitions of % and rjl in (3.11) and (3.12), we have for any (i,j) E I< 

(3.24 ) o = (xo - YO)T(q; - xo) + (yo - xo)Th - Yo) 

~. (xo - Yo)T(% - xo) + (yo - xo)T(rh - Yo) 

If the value of the right-hand side of (3.24) is negative, then Co augmented in Step 1 (c) is 
affinely independent becau:3e of (3.23). Otherwise we would have 

(3.25) 
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which would lead us to a contradiction as follows. Since Co is not a pair corral, one of the 
two terms in the left-hand side of (3.25) is negative and, hence, the other term is positive. 
So, suppose 
(3.26) (xo - Yo)T(% - Xo) > o. 
(The case where (yo - xo)T(rjl - Yo) > 0 can be treated similarly.) From (3.11) and (3.26) 
we have 
(3.27) (xo - YO)T (qj - xo) > 0 (i Eh). 

However, since Xo = L(i,j)EK Wjj% (3.27) would imply 

(3.28) o < l: w;Axo - Yo)T(q; - xo) := (xo - Yo)T(xo - xo) = 0, 
(i,j)EK 

a contradiction. 
Proof of (3): When we go from Step 2 to Step 1, (3) clearly holds. o 

We see from (1) in Lemma 3.1 that xo and Yo ir; Step 1 (b) are supporting points of C( Q) 
and C(R), respectively. 

Lemma 3.2: The value of Ilxo - Yoll is made decrease every time Xo and Yo are updated in 
~~~ 0 

The proof of Lemma 3.2 is the same as given in [9J and [3J. 
The value of 11 Xo - Yo 11 is uniquely determined for each corral Co and there are only 

finitely many corrals Co. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the algorithm terminates i[l a 
finite number of steps. 

It should be noted that the distance between the separating supporting-hyperplanes 
increases if they rotate, i.e., ~ > 0 in Step 1 (b). Also, note that in (3.9) and (3.10) 
we search the minima on at most I I I and I J I points in Q and R, respectively. 

If separating supporting-hyperplanes of Q and R are not available (or may not exist), then 
we consider the (n -- I)-dimensional Euclidean space Rn+l and place Q in the hyperplane 
x(n + 1) = 0 and R in the hyperplane x(n + 1) = , > 0 in Rn+t, i.e., we consider 
Q' = {(qT,Of I q E Q} and R' = {(rT,,)T IrE R} in Rn+l (see Figure 3.2). These twoJ 

Figure 3.~~ 
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hyperplanes x(n + 1) = 0 and x(n + 1) = I are trivial separating supporting-hyperplanes of 
Q' and R', but other separating supporting-hyperplanes can also easily be found by choosing 
sufficiently large constant 1 for the hyperplane x( n + 1) = f. We see that finding a nearest 
pair (xo, Yo) of points of Q' and R' in Rn+l gives the pair of vectors (xo(l), .. . , xo(n))T and 
(Yo(l),- .. , yo(n)) T, which is a nearest one for Q and R in Rn, and that if xo(k) = yo(k) 
(k = 1, ... , n), there is no separating hyperplane of Q and R. 

4. Computational Experiments 
We carry out computational experiments to examine the behavior of the proposed dual 

algorithm. we consider the following two types of data: 

Type 1: 1 points qi = (qil,' .. , qin) T (i = 1,2,' .. ,1) are independently chosen in such a 
way that qil is uniformly di3tributed on [10,30J and that other components qik (k = 2, ... ,1) 
are uniformly distributed on [0,20]. Also, m points r'j = ('T'jl," ., 'T'jn)T (j = 1,2,,'" m) are 
independently chosen in such a way that 'T'jl is uniformly distributed on [-30, -·10J and that 
'T'jk (k = 2",' , m) are uniformly distributed on [0,20]. 

Type 2: 1 points qi = (qil,"',qin)T (i = 1,2, ... ,1) are independently chosen in such 
a way that qil is uniformly distributed on [-10- 5 + 10-2 ,10- 5 + 10-2] and that other 
components qik (k = 2", , 1) are uniformly distributed on [-10-3 ,10-3

]. Also m points 
(rjl,"',rjn)T (j = 1,2,.··,m) are uniformly chosen in such a way that rjl is uniformly 
distributed on [-10-5 - 10-2 ,10-5 - 10-2] and that 'T'jk (k = 2",' , m) are uniformly dis
tributed on [-10-3 , 1O-3J. 

We choose c = (1,0, ... ,0) T as the normal vector of the initial separating hyperplanes 
for both Types 1 and 2. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show sample behaviors of the algorithm for problems of Types 1 and 
2 with 1 = m = 50 and n = 10. Average behaviors of the corresponding ten samples is given 
in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. These figures show that the duality gap, 11 Xo - Yo 11 __ eT (xo - Yo), 
rapidly diminishes. 

Figure 4.5 shows ten-sample average behaviors of the number of major cycles (including 
Step 1 (b)) versus the number 1(= m) of points of Q (and R), for Types 1 and 2. It is seen 
that the number of major cycles grows sublinearly with respect to the number of points. 

We also carried out experiments on larger-scale problems. Figure 4.6 shows a sample 
behavior of the algorithm for a problem of Type 1 with 1 = m = 1000 and n = 50. Its 
ten-sample average behavior is given in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 illustrates a ten-sample av
erage behavior of 1(= m) versus the number of major cycles for Type 1. The running time 
required for solving the problems is 39 seconds for 1( = m) = 300 and n =50, 75 seconds for 
1(= m)=500 and n =50, and 150 seconds for 1( = m)=1000 and n =50 by SUN 4/260 in the 
average of ten samples. 

The above experimental results show the practicality of our dual algorithm. As are dual 
algorithms for the ordinary mathematical programming problems, our dual algorithm is also 
effective for the sensitivity or parametric analysis with respect to the change of the data 
points of Q or R. Note that if Q or R is changed in such a way that one of the final optimal 
separating supporting-hyperplanes is still separating, then we can start our algorithm with 
the separating hyperplane. Deleting some points of Q or R is a typical such changing. 

Acknowledgment: The present work is partly supported by a grant in aid of the 
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture of Japan. 
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